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About the Artist

Christopher Thompson is a New York City based quilt designer in the fashion industry who puts his own creative spin on style. His perspective, modern. His approach, graphic. His preference, 100% unassuming. Before he could even walk or talk, he sat underneath the quilt frames of three generations of award-winning masters. Raised with quilting as a backdrop—color, pattern and design were part of his regular diet.

Today, Christopher gleans most of his inspiration from the New York City buzz and his work in the fashion industry—where color and print are the critical foundation of every design. He loves finding the balance between print scales and mixing it with a complementary or contrasting solid color.

When not quilting, Christopher enjoys the sights and sounds of the Big Apple. From Central Park to the Lower East Side and everywhere in between, he loves exploring the city that never sleeps with his french bulldog, Edie. Learn more about Christopher at thetattooedquilter.com.

PRE-ORDER ONLY

Add any laminate with 100 yards minimum

10-Yard Case Pack
15-Yard Case Pack

100% FINE COTTON 43/44" WIDE • MACHINE WASH COLD • NO CHLORINE BLEACH • TUMBLE DRY LOW • REMOVE PROMPTLY

MADE IN KOREA
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Not intended for children’s sleepwear
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